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Audrey Backus chose a ﬂexible, permanent
option in 1996, that provides support now
and in perpetuity for nonproﬁt organizations
like Community Health Alliance of
Pasadena (CHAP).

Timeless Giving
Many CCF donors naturally want to keep making
an impact long into the future. They often wrestle,
however, with how to plan for the possibility that
their chosen causes or organizations may change
or even cease to exist. Luckily, there are a number
of ways for charitable giving in perpetuity to remain
reliable as well as relevant.
Take Audrey Backus, for example. Audrey Royall
Backus was a long-time Bel Air resident and animal
lover, who created a fund at CCF as part of her will
[VZ\WWVY[UVUWYVÄ[OLHS[OJHYLVYNHUPaH[PVUZ^P[OH
special emphasis on assisting people who are elderly,
ill, incapacitated or unable to care for themselves. By
KLÄUPUN[OLJH\ZLI\[UV[[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUZ4Z)HJR\Z
entrusted the foundation with determining the best
VYNHUPaH[PVUZ[VM\SÄSSOLY^PZOLZSVUNPU[V[OLM\[\YL
Some planned gifts don’t require adjustments. As
part of her estate in 1969, another donor, Florence R.
Devine, established two charitable funds and designated
six organizations to receive annual grants from those
funds. Forty years later, the American Cancer Society,
Braille Institute, Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, L.A.
Orthopaedic Hospital, Salvation Army and Volunteers of

Audrey Backus with her dog.
(CCF photo)

CHAP provides 50,000 medical
and dental visits annually.
(Courtesy of Community Health Alliance of
Pasadena)

(TLYPJHHYLZ[PSSM\SÄSSPUN[OLZHTLTPZZPVUZHUK4Z
Devine’s wishes continue to be realized uninterrupted
HUK\UJOHUNLKWYV]PKPUNHZ[LHK`Z[YLHTVMÄUHUJPHS
Z\WWVY[[V[OLZLUVUWYVÄ[ZPUWLYWL[\P[`
On the other hand, there are situations when
adjustments have to be made. Polio and orphanages
were major issues at the turn of the century in L.A.
County that ceased to exist over time. As a result,
charitable funds established at the foundation to care
for orphans, for example, were revised to support local
UVUWYVÄ[Z[OH[WYV]PKLMVZ[LYJHYLZ\WWVY[
5VTH[[LYOV^KVUVYZKLÄUL[OLPYNP]PUNOVUVYPUN
their intent and achieving impact in perpetuity is a core
responsibility of community foundations.

PERSPECTIVES

Real Estate
Gift Makes
Real Impact

Homelessness Prevention for
Families helped 90 percent
of participating families stay
in their homes through six
nonproﬁt partners.

You Helped Prevent
Homelessness,
Make Healthy Homes
Walter Holiday
(Courtesy of Sydney Stanley)

A renowned real estate
developer and World War II
hero, Walter Holiday began
to share his success in the
decades before his death
in 2009, by quietly housing
elderly, low-income people
in his rental properties
throughout Los Angeles.
Mr. Holiday recognized the
stability a home can bring –
and hoped that even after
his death, his tenants would
be able to remain in their
aﬀordable homes.
His legacy is being realized
on multiple levels through an
estate gift of his properties
to CCF. CCF’s supporting
organization, the Community
Foundation Land Trust, has
provided ﬁnancing to ANR
Industries, an experienced
builder and developer, to
purchase the properties,
thus fulﬁlling Mr. Holiday’s
wishes to protect his longtime low-income tenants.
Over time, the properties
will be converted to for-sale
aﬀordable units, keeping
them accessible for lowincome individuals and
families over the long term.

In April 2010, CCF and 15 donors came
together with local organizatons to provide
smart, practical solutions for two timely
issues: preventing homelessness for
families and addressing health hazards
caused by substandard housing.

The programs have seen remarkable results:
 /VTLSLZZULZZ7YL]LU[PVUMVY-HTPSPLZ
helped 90 percent of participating
families (65 of 72 total) stay in their
  OVTLZ[OYV\NOZP_UVUWYVÄ[NYHU[LL
partners, including Abode Communities,
Beyond Shelter, East LA Community
Corporation, L.A. Family Housing,
Little Tokyo Service Center CDC and
New Economics for Women.

Did you
know?

Healthy Homes, Healthy Families treats
housing-related illness at its root.
(Photos courtesy of St. John’s Well Child & Family Center)

  :[1VOU»Z>LSS*OPSKHUK-HTPS`
Center expanded its successful Healthy
Homes, Healthy Kids program to
include adults, providing 1,700 referrals
for children and adults with housingrelated health conditions. It also
provided clinical care and education
to more than 8,000 patients with
housing-related health problems, and
developed a comprehensive evaluation
plan and enhancements to improve
  WYVNYHTLMÄJPLUJ`
These are examples of programs where
the compassion of donors addresses key
needs of the community with CCF. We
are grateful for your support to address
[OLZL\YNLU[ULLKZPKLU[PÄLKI`V\Y
grantee partners. To learn more about the
programs and read the impact reports,
please visit calfund.org/impactreports

The Pass It Along Fund helped 38 individuals and families
with critical needs amounting to more than $68,000
in the ﬁrst quarter of 2012. Of those, about 23 percent
needed support to pay the security deposit on a new
apartment that could address health and/or safety needs.

Inspiration Over
Generations

NAMING CHARITY
AS IRA
BENEFICIARY

No matter how many unemployed workers
came by her home in Waukegan, Ill.,
requesting help, Rae Rubin generously
provided a warm meal throughout the
Great Depression. Word of her generosity
quickly spread – and made a lasting
impression on her grandson, Burt.
)\Y[)LSaLYNYL^\W[VILHUPUÅ\LU[PHS
businessman, establishing his roots with
his wife, Gerry, in Los Angeles. Mr. Belzer
started a successful business
to service the tooling industry in 1956,
now run by his son and grandson.
A native of Torrance since 1951, Mr.
Belzer makes a difference himself, giving
generously to support causes from his
local temple to engineering scholarships.
In addition to his current CCF funds, Mr.

Burt and Gerry Belzer (Courtesy of Burt Belzer)

)LSaLYOHZUHTLK**-HZ[OLILULÄJPHY`
of an IRA account to support Los Angeles
in perpetuity.
His advice to other donors? “There’s an
VSK1L^PZOZH`PUNthere are no pockets
in shrouds. So you can’t take it with
you,” he says. “It’s as simple as that. And
other people need it more than you do. I
learned that from my grandmother.”

One of the simplest ways
to plan a legacy gift is
to name a charity as the
beneﬁciary of an IRA
or life insurance policy.
Especially if your loved
ones are otherwise taken
care of, an IRA or life
insurance policy can be
one of the easiest ways
to convert dollars that
might otherwise be
heavily taxed into a gift to
beneﬁt your community
and a cause that is
important to you. Read
more about the beneﬁts
at calfund.org/ira

INVESTING IN BLACK MALE YOUTH
I`9VILY[3L^PZ**-7YVNYHT6MÄJLY
for Human Development

0[»ZLHZ`[V[OPUR[OH[`LHYVSK1LYLT`
has always been a dedicated student,
basketball player, writer of music and
poetry, and intent on attending college. But he had to
overcome extremely tough circumstances to get there,
including an abusive father, the loss of his mother when
he was 10, and then one fateful night, being shot.
1LYLT`RUL^OPZSPML^V\SKLUKVYOH]L[VJOHUNLI\[
the question was, how? The answer was through his
own hard work, his grandmother’s support, and help
from a community-based organization.
Now, in a bold, new initiative, the California Community
Foundation plans to help more Black male youth in
3([\YU[OLPYSP]LZHYV\UK-VY[OLUL_[Ä]L`LHYZ
BLOOM, which stands for Building a Lifetime of Options
HUK6WWVY[\UP[PLZMVY4LU^PSSWYV]PKLÄUHUJPHSHUK
technical support to community-based organizations
serving Black teenage males, champion access to

higher education and good jobs for them, and strive to
begin changing the prejudice and pessimism that too
many people in our community have about them. Even
more dramatically,
BLOOM will focus
Jeremy knew his life would
on those youth who
have had a run-in
end or have to change but
with the probation
the question was, how?
system in L.A.
County, hoping that
low-cost remediation
will reduce high-cost imprisonment.
0ILSPL]L)3664^PSSILULÄ[UV[VUS`[OLZLRPKZI\[[OL
entire community. As the father of a young boy, I am
convinced that BLOOM is necessary and urgent. And
as the director of BLOOM, I welcome your interest
and support.
For more information, please contact me at
(213) 452-6273 or rlewis@calfund.org, or visit
calfund.org/bloom.

5HTLJOHUNLKMVYWYP]HJ`

L.A. has 19,000 active
UVUWYVÄ[ZHKKYLZZPUN[OL
world’s needs, causes,
issues and challenges – but
here in our own backyard.

(Courtesy of YMCA of Metropolitan Los Angeles)

Would you like to see
[OLZLUVUWYVÄ[ZTHRL
a long-term impact?
(Courtesy of Tia Chucha’s Centro Cultural)

)`NP]PUN[VHUVUWYVÄ[[OYV\NO
a planned gift or estate plan, you
give them hope for the future.
CCF can be the intermediary to
help ensure that your gift is used
as you intended.

(Courtesy of New Economics for Women)

To discuss your future giving in Los Angeles and beyond, contact
Nichole Baker at (213) 452-6241 or nbaker@calfund.org.

The public foundation for individuals, families and organizations in Los Angeles County since 1915.

CCF does not provide legal or tax advice. All donors and advisors should consult their tax advisors to properly determine the tax consequences of making a
charitable gift to the California Community Foundation.
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The California Community Foundation meets the most
rigorous standards in philanthropy and complies with the
National Standards of U.S. Community Foundations.

Follow
us on

givinginla.org

